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What we do 

Under the terms of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006, as amended 

(“the Act”), we examine the manner in which non-criminal complaints about the police have been dealt 

with. 

How we do it 
First, we obtain the relevant information from the police and the applicant. We then use this to 

review how the complaint was dealt with by the police and we reach a conclusion on whether the 

complaint was handled to a reasonable standard. In carrying out our review, we consider factors 

such as: 

 

 whether the police carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint; 

 whether the police response to the complaint was supported by the material information 

available; 

 whether the police adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in dealing 

with the complaint; 

 whether the police response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in the police identifying measures to improve their service, that 

these measures were adequate and implemented. 

 

Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations 
and identify learning points for the police. 
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Executive Summary 

The complaints in this case arose following the applicant’s contact with the police in relation to an 

ongoing dispute with his neighbour. 

 

The Complaints 

We have reviewed the handling of two complaints, namely that:  

 

1. The applicant is dissatisfied that an officer made unfounded, false statements to his local 

authority social work department about his marriage, likelihood of domestic violence and 

alcohol consumption (amongst other views), which have subsequently been documented in 

social work department notes; and 

2. At an unknown date/time, medical information about the applicant that was contained in a 

firearms/shotgun license application was disclosed to his neighbour. 

 

 

Police Scotland’s Decision 

Police Scotland did not uphold either of the complaints. 

 

Our Findings 

We have found that Police Scotland handled complaint 2 to a reasonable standard, but not 

complaint 1. 

 

Consequently, we have made a recommendation to address the shortcomings we have identified 

in Police Scotland’s handling of complaint 1. 

 

Police Scotland should implement our recommendation within two months of the date of this 

report. 
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Background 
The applicant is involved in a long-standing dispute with his neighbour. 
 
The applicant’s neighbour contacted the police and social work to report concerns that he had for 
the applicant’s children. 
 
The applicant requested information from his local authority under the Freedom of Information 
(Scotland) Act 2002. In response, the applicant was provided with a copy of his client care records 
held by the local social work department, within which details of a discussion between a social 
worker and Constable A on 31 March 2016 were recorded. The applicant is unhappy with the 
comments recorded on the social work system and believes that Constable A provided the social 
worker with unfounded information about him and his marriage. 
 
The applicant also believed that officers had entered his home without his knowledge or invitation, 
and that his medical information, as contained within his firearms license application, had been 
disclosed to his neighbour. 
 
The applicant sent a letter of complaint to Police Scotland dated 12 May 2017. Inspector B was 
appointed as the enquiry officer. Inspector B met with the applicant to discuss his complaints on 
21 July 2017. During this meeting, the applicant said that he would be able to provide notes to 
inform the complaint enquiry. Inspector B thereafter contacted the applicant by email on 6 August 
2017, detailing the ‘Heads of Complaint’ she had identified for investigation, and requested the 
applicant review his notes and provides more detail to enable his complaints to be addressed in 
full. The applicant replied to Inspector B in an email dated 14 August 2017, stating that he had 
been unable to access his notes as he was not residing at the family home. Inspector B sent 
further emails to the applicant dated 18 August 2017 and 4 September 2017 respectively in order 
to request a meeting with the applicant to obtain his statement of complaint. However, despite 
Inspector B’s efforts to engage the applicant, no statement of complaint was noted. 
 
Chief Inspector C responded to the applicant’s complaints in a letter dated 14 August 2018. 
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Complaint 1 
The applicant expressed dissatisfaction that an officer made unfounded and false statements to 
his local authority social work department about his marriage, the likelihood of domestic violence, 
and his alcohol consumption (amongst other views), which have subsequently been documented 
in social work department notes. 

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 1 (not upheld by the police) 

Chief Inspector C said the following in response to this complaint: 
 
“In respect of this allegation, you have provided police with a copy of an extract of 
Social Work case notes that you obtained from [local authority], that are making 
reference to a telephone call between [Constable A] and social worker… 
 
As part of enquiries into this allegation, [Constable A] was spoken to and asked about 
the content of the extract of Social work case notes. [Constable A] point blank denies 
that these notes are an accurate account of any conversation that she had with social 
work and she is outraged that the social worker … has documented a conversation 
relating to reports made by [applicant’s neighbour], in such a way that it read as if she 
has given opinions on certain matters, when this was certainly not the case. When 
spoken to regarding this matter, [Constable A] stated that there is content in the extract 
that she has no knowledge about and would therefore have not be in a position to give 
an opinion on it. She has never seen [the applicant] under the influence of alcohol or 
any other substance and therefore would not be able to give an opinion on his drinking 
habits, she has never had any dealings with [the applicant and his wife] in respect of 
any domestic abuse related issues and again would not be in a position to give an 
opinion on it and she has never had any dealings with Planning Departments in respect 
of [the applicant and his wife] so would again not be in a position to make a comment 
about whether the planning department had been tough enough or not. [Constable A] 
did not deny that she had no concerns about the children and the way that they are 
being brought up but she said she would not have been in a position to comment on the 
place where they live as she has never been in it. She also did not deny the content of 
the extract relating to access to the property and not attending alone, as this is her 
belief and something that she has first-hand experience of. She denies that she said it 
would be her that was assessing [the applicant’s] application for a Firearms licence and 
that it would not be granted although she acknowledges that she may have said that it 
would be unlikely that a certificate would be granted whilst the court cases were still 
ongoing. She also denies that she said that [the applicant] could still be in possession 
of an illegal firearm for the simple reason that if this was her belief, she would have 
taken steps to address this and would have spoken to a senior officer. 
 
Given the above information provided by [Constable A] in respect of this complaint and 
the fact that the only other information available in respect of it is from the notes that 
have been recorded by the social worker… there is not sufficient evidence to prove 
what is recorded in the extract of Social Work case notes is an accurate account of the 
telephone conversation that took place between [Constable A] and social worker…and 
for this reason I am unable to uphold this element of your complaint. 
 
Given the information that has been provided by [Constable A] in respect of this 
element of your complaint, I suggest that if you are unhappy with the content of the 
case notes, you contact [the local authority] Social Work Department with a view to 
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getting the information contained within them amended or removed, as it is 
uncorroborated information”. 

 

Our Review of Complaint 1  

We can confirm that Chief Inspector C has accurately reflected Constable A’s position. Constable 
A acknowledged that some of what was recorded by the social worker was correct; however, 
denied that she had made the comments that the applicant specifically objected to i.e. about his 
marriage, the likelihood of domestic violence, his alcohol consumption and whether he had an 
illegal firearm. We can also confirm that Chief Inspector C has accurately reflected Constable A’s 
rationale in his response. 
 
We note that a statement was obtained from the social worker as part of the complaint enquiry, 
despite which, Chief Inspector C has not advised the applicant of this in his response, nor did he 
provide detail relative to the social worker’s position. In her statement, the social worker said that, 
she contacted Constable A after concerns were raised by a neighbour about the applicant and his 
family as she believed Constable A had good knowledge of the applicant’s family. The social 
worker said that the comments recorded were that Constable A had said “she thinks he does 
drink” and “wouldn’t be surprised if there were domestics between the [applicant and his wife].” 
The social worker said that she thinks these comments would have been made by Constable A 
when she was going through the concerns raised by the applicant’s neighbour and had asked 
Constable A about them. The social worker said that the information provided by Constable A 
included plenty of facts, but there was also some opinions. The social worker said that she could 
understand the difference between the two and she used quotation marks for some of them. 
 
Section 6.14.7 of the Complaints about the Police Standard Operating Procedure (“CAP SOP”) 
provides that, the final letter of response to the applicant advising of the outcome of the complaint 
should “contain a summary of the enquiries carried out in respect of each complaint”. Accordingly, 
Chief Inspector C should have advised the applicant that an account had been obtained from the 
social worker concerned, and he should have provided sufficient information to enable the 
applicant to understand the social worker’s position. 

 

We also note that Chief Inspector C’s response said that there was “insufficient evidence” to prove 
that what is recorded on the social work notes is an accurate reflection of the conversation that 
took place between Constable A and the social worker. Whilst this may be the case, Police 
Scotland’s complaint handlers should avoid such phrasing as it suggests that there is a certain 
threshold or sufficiency level that must be reached. The correct standard of proof applicable to 
non-criminal complaints requires simply that the available evidence be assessed in order to 
determine which version of events is, on balance, more probable. 
 
Accordingly, and in this case, Constable A has stated that some but not all of the information 
recorded was an accurate record of the conversation she had with the social worker. However, in 
contrast, the social worker has stated that Constable A made these comments when she was 
discussing with Constable A concerns reported by the applicant’s neighbour. We consider the 
social worker’s position to be somewhat reported by the existence of the notes as it is reasonable 
to infer that these notes would have been written up on, or at least soon after, the date in which 
the telephone conversation between the social worker and Constable A had taken place. 
Furthermore, we note that the social worker has used quotation marks to record some of 
Constable A’s comments, which would suggest they have been recorded verbatim. Accordingly, 
and in the absence of any additional information to the contrary, we consider that the available 
evidence suggests that the complaint, on balance, should have been upheld. 
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As the incorrect standard of proof has been applied and insufficient information provided to the 
applicant regarding the enquiries undertaken and the information obtained, we conclude that this 
complaint has not been handled to a reasonable standard. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complaint 2 
The applicant complained that, at an unknown date/time, his medical information that was 
contained in a firearms/shotgun license application was disclosed to his neighbour. The applicant 
said that his firearm/shotgun license application was completed during Constable D’s tenure. 
 
In later correspondence provided to Police Scotland by the applicant dated 24 September 2017, 
he said that he disclosed in his firearms application that he had received counselling for post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and that he had been prescribed medication for Chronic 
Fatigue/Gulf War Syndrome. 
 
The applicant said: “…it is evidence based that my Data Protection was breached by 
communicating my Medical in Confidence information to the general public…”  He asked: “what 
lawful authority allowed ‘Sensitive Personal Data’ ie: my Medical in Confidence information to be 
released to third parties in particular [applicant’s neighbour]. 

 

Police Scotland’s Handling of Complaint 2 (not upheld by the police) 

Chief Inspector C said the following in response to this complaint: 
 

“From the information that has been provided in respect of this allegation, we have 
been unable to make adequate enquiry into the allegations. If the [local authority] 
documentation that you are referring to is a copy of the Social Services Care First 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 1 

We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

 

We recommend that Police Scotland: 

 

 Re-assess the complaint taking account of the points we have highlighted in our 

complaint-handling review, and consider whether the applicant’s complaint is now 

upheld/not upheld; 

 

 Issue the applicant with a further response letter that explains whether, using the 

balance of probabilities, the complaint is upheld/not upheld. The further response 

should provide a clear rationale for the determination reached; and 

 

 A revised Complaint about the Police Record should be provided to us if the compliant 

is now upheld. 
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document that you submitted with correspondence to [Chief Inspector E] on 24th 
September 2017, this document does not contain any evidence that [the applicant’s 
neighbour] was in possession of any medical information about you or that any such 
medical information had been disclosed to him by [Constable D]. Given this fact, I am 
not able to uphold this allegation.” 

 

Our Review of Complaint 2 

 
In the notes recorded by Inspector B following her meeting with the applicant on 21 July 2017, it is 
documented that the applicant had discovered that his neighbour had been provided with his 
personal information through the documentation provided to him from his local authority. Indeed, 
from the correspondence dated 24 September 2017, we understand that the applicant had 
attached copies of his social work notes, as held by the local authority, to the police. Accordingly, 
and in the absence of any further information provided by the applicant, we consider that it was 
reasonable for Inspector B to have considered that this was the documentation that the applicant 
was referring to, from which he became aware that his neighbour had been given information 
about his medical conditions. 
 
Having had sight of this documentation, we agree with Chief Inspector C’s response that there is 
no information contained within that would suggest that medical information relative to the 
applicant was provided to his neighbour by the police. 
 
We understand from the paperwork we have been provided that Constable D is now retired, and 
as such, no information was sought from him to inform the complaint enquiry. However, Inspector 
B made clear attempts to meet with the applicant to obtain further information to progress the 
complaint enquiry, despite which no statement of complaint was noted. Accordingly, and in the 
absence of any further information provided by the applicant, we conclude that this complaint has 
been handled to a reasonable standard. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Conclusion on Complaint 2 

We conclude that Police Scotland handled this complaint to a reasonable standard. 

 

No further action is required in this connection. 
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What happens next 

We have made a single recommendation to Police Scotland. This should be implemented within two 

months of the date of this report. We will continue to liaise with Police Scotland until we consider that 

the recommendation has been implemented to our satisfaction. 

 

Nicola Mayes 

Review Officer 

Jacqui Jeffrey 

Senior Review Officer 

 

 

 


